Phases of SU(N) gauge theories in which the global Z(N) symmetry breaks spontaneously to a subgroup Z(L) can be realized by adding appropriate Wilson line terms to the gauge action. These phases are partially confining, in the sense that quarks are confined but bound states of L quarks are not. At temperatures large compared to the normal deconfinement temperature, the phase diagram, pressure, string tensions, and 't Hooft loop surface tensions can be calculated analytically. Approximate scaling laws emerge naturally for both string tensions and surface tensions.
Introduction
In recent work on SU(3) and SU(4) gauge theories, Myers and Ogilvie have shown that the addition of a term of the form T λ A Tr A P to the gauge theory Lagrangian, where P is the Polyakov loop, produces novel phases at temperatures above the pure gauge deconfinement transition temperature [1] . The new phase of SU(4) is a partially confined phase, where the Z(4) global symmetry spontaneously breaks to Z(2), indicating confinement of quarks but not diquark states. The new phase of SU (3) is distinct from the confined and deconfined phases, and occurs at intermediate values of λ A . For large values of λ A , the confined phase of SU (3) is restored. In both SU(3) and SU(4), a theoretical analysis of the phase structure and thermodynamics is in good agreement with lattice simulation results. This has prompted us to a detailed analytical study of the general case of SU(N). For a class of models with extended actions, we can study many new high-temperature phases, including confining and partially confining phases. We add to the gauge theory Lagrangian an external potential of the form
which is both gauge-invariant and center-symmetric, i.e., invariant under global Z(N) symmetry. We are able to calculate the phase structure, thermodynamics, string tensions, 't Hooft loop surface tensions, and Debye screening masses associated with all these phases at high temperatures Our work is partially motivated by our previous work on an effective potential approach to the deconfinement transition [2 -4] . Additional motivation comes from the work of Davies et al. [5, 6] on the role of monopoles in supersymmetric theories on R 3 × S 1 , and of Diakonov et al. [7] on calorons in SU(N) gauge theories at finite temperature. These works have demonstrated how topological excitations can make non-perturbative contributions to the effective potential that are crucial in determining phase structure and associated properties. In both cases, the leading contribution of the topological excitations to the effective potential is a term of the form λ 1 Tr F P Tr F P † with λ 1 positive. On the other hand, normal particles, including the gauge bosons themselves, make a negative contribution to λ 1 [8] . Generally, a negative value of λ 1 favors the Z(N)-breaking deconfined phase. However, positive λ 1 favors Tr F P = 0, a defining property of the confined phase. For N > 3, the additional terms in V ext are needed to give confinement for all non-zero N-ality states.
Form of the Effective Action
The form of the effective potential for Polyakov loop eigenvalues is known from perturbation theory for weak coupling [9, 10] , and should be valid for temperatures far above the deconfinement temperature of the pure gauge theory. This perturbative effective action gives us considerable information about high-temperature behavior, including the pressure and the Debye screening mass in the plasma. Kink solutions give analytical predictions for 't Hooft loop surface tensions ρ k [11, 12] that can be compared with lattice results [13, 14] .
At the level of approximation at which we are working, the addition of V ext to the Lagrangian also adds it to the effective potential. We thus consider an effective action for Polyakov loops of the form
where the θ 's are eigenvalues of P. In a gauge where A 0 is time-independent and diagonal we have
. This expression contains a kinetic term obtained by a reduction of the gauge field action as well as an effective potential term obtained from a one-loop calculation of the free energy of the gauge bosons in the presence of a background Polyakov loop. To the standard form of the high-temperature effective action, we have added V ext , which is gauge-invariant and centersymmetric. If all the λ k 's are positive, the minimum of V ext occurs for a unique set of Polyakov loop eigenvalues that are permuted by a Z(N) symmetry transformation [2] . If we denote the corresponding Polyakov loop for an SU(N) model by P 0N , then the Z(N) symmetry transformation P 0N → zP 0N is equivalent to a gauge transformation gP 0N g † . This condition leads immediately to a set of conditions Tr F P k 0N = 0 for k = 1 to N − 1 consistent with Z(N) symmetry. Thus if λ k T 3 for all k at high temperatures, we can recover the confined phase in a regime where g(T ) is small, and perturbation theory is presumably valid. It is only necessary to include terms up to k = [N/2] because the string tensions in different N-alities obey σ N−k = σ k . In contrast, the oneloop perturbative potential terms are minimized by breaking Z(N) completely, with minima for P ∈ Z(N), corresponding to the deconfined phase. It is the interplay of the different potential terms that leads to a remarkably rich phase structure.
Order Parameters and Phase Diagram for SU(4) and SU(6)
We begin by considering the possible phases of the gauge group SU(4). The center of SU(4) is Z(4), and there is only one non-trivial sub-group, Z(2). A phase in which Z(4) breaks to Z(2) can be characterized by Tr F P = 0 and Tr F P 2 = 0. The other possible phases are the deconfined phase, characterized by Tr F P = 0 and Tr F P 2 = 0, and the confined phase, which has Tr F P = 0 and Tr F P 2 = 0. All of the phase transitions between different phases will involve a jump in one or more order parameters, and are first order.
The simplest case to analyze occurs when |λ k | T 3 for all k. In this case, the symmetrybreaking solutions will generally be maximal in the sense that the magnitude |Tr F P k | will be N, unless it is zero. The phase structure for SU(4), obtained by minimizing V ext is shown in Fig. 1 . The effect of O(T 3 ) corrections is to shift the location of the tricritical point away from the origin, and accordingly shift the critical lines both horizontally and vertically. This effect is clearly seen in the SU(4) simulations of [1] . Even though λ 2 = 0, the Z(2) phase was obtained for λ 1 sufficiently positive. In the case of SU(3), the interplay of potential terms when λ 1 is on the order of T 3 leads to a skewed phase [1] .
In the case of SU(6), there are two non-trivial subroups of Z(6): Z(2) and Z(3). In the phase where there is an unbroken Z(2) global symmetry, we have Tr F P 2 = 0 and Tr F P = Tr F P 3 = 0. If Z(6) breaks to Z(3), we have instead Tr F P 3 = 0 and Tr F P = Tr F P 2 = 0. The phase structure for SU(6), obtained by minimizing V ext is shown in Fig. 2 for the case λ 1 > 0 and in Fig.  3 for the case λ 1 < 0. Note that the confined and deconfined phases are not directly connected in 
Properties of Partially Confined Phase
For an SU(N) gauge theory, we can associate a phase with every integer decomposition of the form N = LM, where Z(L) is unbroken, and Z(M) is broken. The value of P at the minimum of the effective potential can be written as an element of SU(L) ⊗ SU(M) of the form P = P 0L ⊗ 1 M , where P 0L is associated with the confined phase of SU(L). This P has the property that
The value of the effective potential at the minimum determines the free density and other thermodynamic properties.
String tensions and screening masses are obtained from small fluctuations about the minimum of the effective potential in the usual way. For the sake of simplicity, we describe only typical results here, and generally omit corrections due to the gauge boson term in the effective potential. The simplest cases are the confined and deconfined phases. In the confined phase, the string tensions σ k are obtained from
are given by
It is quite striking that each σ k can be varied independently. Of course, in regions where, e.g., σ 2 > 2σ 1 , we expect to see that the asymptotic k = 2 string tension is 2σ 1 , due to interactions neglected in the quadratic approximation. In the deconfined phase, the Debye screening mass m D is given by
for Polyakov loops of all N-alities. Partially confined phases have both string tensions and screening masses. In each k-sector, the square of the mass is a linear combination of the parameters λ k . In confined sectors, the string tension σ k is the mass divided by T . For example, in the case where the Z(4) symmetry of SU (4) is spontaneously broken to Z(2), there is a single string tension for odd values of k, and a single screening mass for even values of k. The string tension associated with Tr F P is given by
and the screening mass associated with Tr F P 2 is
In a phase where Z(N) is broken to Z(L), Tr F P L plays a special role. There are M equivalent thermal states associated with the broken Z(M) symmetry. Taking P = P 0 L ⊗ e 2πik/N , where
There are one-dimensional kink solutions of the equations of motion derived from the effective action that interpolate between these states. These solutions have a finite action per unit area, which are the 't Hooft loop surface tensions ρ k .
The general form of such a kink solution is P(z) = P 0 L ⊗ e iψ(z) . It is easy to calculate ρ k via BPS techniques if one term dominates in the effective potential. For example, in the case where −λ L T 3 and no other λ k is negative or too large, we have
This result gives a modified Casimir scaling law:
In general, Casimir scaling will hold whenever the relevant part of the effective potential can be written as a sum of adjoint representation terms, as is the case with our external potential V ext . In the case where the gauge boson contribution to the effective potential dominates in the kink solution, we have
This requires T 3 |λ L |, as in our SU(4) simulations, where λ 2 = 0. This result again obeys Casimir scaling, and represents a generalization for the formula for ρ k in the deconfined phase [15] .
Conclusions
A large number of phases can be created at high temperatures by adding Polyakov loop terms to the action, including many partially confined phases. Phase diagrams can be easily predicted. String tensions can be varied almost arbitrarily, and their values predicted. 't Hooft loop surface tensions can also be calculated, and obey Casimir scaling for a large class of potentials.
The case of SU (6) is particularly interesting. In addition to the confined and deconfined phases, there are two distinct partially confined phases, associated with the Z(2) and Z(3) subgroups of Z(6). This is the natural model to test the analytic predictions we have made for string tensions, screening masses, and other quantities characterizing the different phases.
The original motivation for studying lattice gauge theories with additional couplings to Polyakov loops was to study the variation of string tension scaling behavior. The results of our analytical calculations indicate a class of extended models for which the string tensions can be varied continuously. On the other hand, the surface tensions associated with 't Hooft loops, representing the Z(N) duals of Wilson loops, i.e. magnetic monopole loops, are predicted to obey Casimir scaling in the deconfined and partially confined phases. We are beginning work to confirm these analytical results with lattice simulations. We are also planning a study of the behavior of calorons in these models, which should offer a direct view, both analytically and from simulations, of the role of calorons in confining gauge theories.
